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Slate Ebony
Lap siding

“The beauty of wood,
with the
quality of Trespa.”
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Enhanced wood
Trespa Pura NFC® (Natural Fibre Core)
is made from up to 70% natural fibres,
impregnated with thermosetting resins and
a non-porous surface engineered to enhance
its weather resistant properties. The wood
is sourced from sustainable forests and all
Trespa Pura NFC® products are certified
according to the PEFC™ standard.

Sidings for
beautiful home
exteriors
A house is a place where people spend time. A home is where a family
lives comfortably. A place where you grow up together, building happy
memories to look back on in later years. Trespa Pura NFC® can make a
beautiful difference, with high quality exterior sidings that protect and
enhance your home for you to enjoy for years to come.
Trespa Pura NFC® withstands the daily realities of family life, so you
won’t have to say “be careful near that wall” or “watch where you kick
that ball” anymore. It comes in a range of six distinctive colours, with
a surface that can be cleaned with a simple wipe. Thanks to its strong
resistance to weather, dirt and scratches, Trespa Pura NFC® lets you
Natural Fibre Core (NFC)

make the most of family life outdoors without worrying.
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Classic Oak
Lap siding

“Standing the
test of time.”
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Resists weather influences.

Safe and strong
– won’t harm, break or splinter.

Can be cleaned easily with soap
and water – no need to paint.

For first
impressions
that last
Memories can fade, but Trespa Pura NFC® keeps its great looks year
after year, since sun and rain have no significant effect on the product’s
surface. Thanks to the enhanced wood fibre-based core, combined with
its closed surface, Trespa Pura NFC® has a high impact- and scratch

Installed quickly with
no mess and no fuss.

resistance too. It is also easy to clean, so accidental stains or splashes
can simply be wiped off.
Trespa Pura NFC® undergoes extensive testing against weather, impact
and UV resistance. It is designed to withstand the daily challenges of
family life, and is supplied with the additional reassurance of a 10 year
guarantee.
With Trespa Pura NFC® there is no need to paint or lacquer, and no
need to worry about scratches or unsightly stains or rot. With Trespa

Guarantee on product performance
and colour stability.

Pura NFC®, your home retains a distinctive and beautiful exterior you
can be proud of for many years to come.
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Aged Ash
Flush siding

“Enjoying the natural
environment.”
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Slate Ebony
With a gorgeous, bold darkness, this matt-finished colour
is a perfect choice for the ebony wood look for your home.

Royal Mahogany
The rich mahogany feel of this enhanced wood makes an
impressive feature of any exterior wall or dormer window.

Aged Ash
An understated choice, this blended shade brings
the feel of the forest right to the walls of your home.

Romantic Walnut
A beautiful bronze colouration with a fine wood graining along
the entire surface, for a truly natural addition to your exterior.

White Pine
The light, semi-matt surface of this enhanced wood brings
a bright exterior to your home, with a delicate wood-grain
patterning that adds a soothing visual texture.

Classic Oak
This enhanced wood’s subtle shade is ideal to accentuate any
exterior, or to add contrast to a darker exterior feature of your
home.

The natural
touch for
your home
The colours you choose for your home make a statement about who you
are. The choices you make for the exterior decor are just as important as
the choices you make inside. That’s why Trespa Pura NFC® is available
in six distinctive enhanced-wood options. Each one has been created to
accentuate the shape and style of both modern and traditional family
homes. Whether you want your home to stand out with a fresh modern
appeal, or give it a more warm and traditional look, the Trespa Pura NFC®
range brings the beauty of nature to your home.
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“Celebrate life
in style.”

Romantic Walnut
Flush siding
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Vertical sidings
You can use Trespa Pura NFC® vertically, in
many different ways. The example shows a lap
siding fitted alternately.
Lap sidings
Lap siding is the traditional way
of applying sidings to a wall.

Flush sidings
A flat, flush surface can be achieved easily
by mounting Trespa Pura NFC® sidings side
by side horizontally and vertically*.

Fits any style,
anywhere
Trespa Pura NFC® is the perfect choice for any vertical exterior façade
cladding in either modern or traditional fitting; it gives you maximum
design freedom. It is easy to handle and cut to size, and can be laid
horizontally or vertically*, either side by side or in lap style. This makes
it ideal for façades as well as other applications. For example on dormer
windows, since it is simple to arrange and install in differing lengths or
for enhancing and protecting the exterior of garages, sheds or pavilions.
The wide choice of wood shades makes Trespa Pura NFC® a truly
versatile style-enhancer to match any exterior.
* Vertical Flush sidings have limited possibilities. Ask your installer for details,
check our website or the Trespa Pura NFC® manual supplied with the sidings.
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Easy to use: Pre-packed sidings available
with a variety of matching components
Lap siding

Flush siding

Colours

PU22 Slate Ebony

3050x187x8 mm

PU17 Aged Ash

3050x186x8 mm

PU20 White Pine

PU04 Royal Mahogany
Proface® outer-corner
profile

Proface® inner-corner
profile

Proface® outer-corner
profile

Proface® finish profile
PU08 Romantic Walnut

PU02 Classic Oak

Proface® start profile

Proface® finish profile

Proface® support profile

All profiles and HPL screws are available
in all Trespa Pura NFC® colours including
Black and Aluminum.

SFS intec
Profile screws

SFS intec HPL fast
fixing screws

Universal clips

SFS intec
Profile screws

Order your samplepack at live.trespa.com

DISCLAIMER

The disclaimer that follows is a summary of the applicable full disclaimer (which can be found on www.trespa.com). The information provided by Trespa International B.V. (“Trespa”) in this
document is solely indicative. Trespa is unable to warrant the accuracy and completeness of this information. No rights can be derived from the information provided; the use of the information
is at the other party’s risk and responsibility. This document does not guarantee any properties of Trespa’s products. Trespa does not warrant that the information in this document is suitable
for the purpose for which it is consulted by the other party. The document does not contain any design, structural calculation, estimate or other warranty or representation that customers and
third parties may rely on. Colours used in Trespa’s communications (including but not limited to printed matter) and in samples of Trespa’s products may differ from the colours of the Trespa’s
products to be supplied. Trespa’s products and samples are produced within the specified colour tolerances and the colours (of production batches) may differ, even if the same colour is used.
The viewing angle also influences the colour perception. Customers and third parties must have a professional adviser inform them about (the suitability of) the Trespa’s products for all desired
applications and about applicable laws and regulations. Trespa reserves the right to change (the specifications for) its products without prior notice. To the maximum extent permitted under the
applicable law, Trespa is not liable (neither contractual nor non-contractual) for any damage arising from or related to the use of this document, except if and to the extent that such damage is
the result of wilful misconduct or gross negligence on the part of Trespa and/or its management.
All oral and written statements, offers, quotations, sales, supplies, deliveries and/or agreements and all related activities of Trespa are governed by the Trespa General Terms and Conditions of
Sale (Algemene verkoopvoorwaarden Trespa International B.V. ). All oral and written statements, offers, quotations, sales, supplies, deliveries and/or agreements and all related work of Trespa
North America, Ltd. are governed by the Trespa General Terms and Conditions of Sale, which can be found on and downloaded from the Trespa website, www.trespa.com/documentation.
All intellectual property rights and other rights regarding the content of this document (including logos, text and photographs) are owned by Trespa and/or its licensors.
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Trespa.
The architects’
choice for
over 50 years.
Trespa Pura NFC® is designed and created by Trespa, a specialist
panelling and sidings company headquartered in the Netherlands.
Founded in 1960, Trespa is the first choice of exterior panelling for
many of the world’s leading architects, who insist on quality, reliability
and durability for their projects.
At Trespa, we pride ourselves on inspiration, exploration and
innovation, the three keys to memorable design.
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YOUR DEALER

TRESPA INTERNATIONAL B.V.

VISIT LIVE.TRESPA.COM FOR THE MOST

P.O. Box 110, 6000 AC Weert
Wetering 20, 6002 SM Weert
The Netherlands
www.trespa.com
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SCEGLI

AFFIDATI AL GRUPPO SOGIMI

distributore ufficiale con sedi in tutta Italia

tTEKSPAN SpA

www.sogimi.com

Sede Torino
 5FMUFLTQBO!TPHJNJDPN
Sede Genova
 5FMUFLTQBOHFOPWB!TPHJNJDPN
Sede Cagliari
 5FMUFLTQBODBHMJBSJ!TPHJNJDPN
tPIGOMMA SpA - Milano
5FMQJHPNNB!TPHJNJDPN
tUNITEC SpA
Sede Trento - Divisione Eurotec
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tISOPAD SpA- Firenze
5FMJTPQBE!TPHJNJDPN
tTEKCELL SpA - Ancona
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tTECMA SpA
Sede Roma
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Sede Pescara
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tARTEC SpA - Napoli
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Sede Venezia - Divisione Ecotec
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tTECNOMAT SpA - Bari
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tAERCEL SpA - Bologna
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tTEKFOAM SpA - Catania
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